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Title word cross-reference

81/2 [Pik91, Pik00a]. α [PT00]. ε [PT00, PT00]. η [PT00]. κ [PT00]. λ [PT00]. μ [PT00]. ρ [PT00]. σ [PT00].

11th [USE02]. 18th [IEE04]. 19th [ABB93].

5 [Ano96a].

9 [Ano90, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano96a, Ano96b, Ano96d, Ano96c, Anoxxa, Anoxxb, Anoxxc, Anoxxd, Ano00a, Bai96b, Bai96a, BGSL05, Cox00, CGP+02, DPP92, Duf90a, Duf90b, Duf90, Fen96, Fil96, Fla00, Fla02, Gan08, Goo90, GS93, HF00, Kor96, Kot94, Kue97, Lug81, MKM+14, MS04, PPTT90a, PPTT90b, PPTT91a, PPT91, Pik91, PPT+92, PPT+93, PPD+95, P+96a, P+96b, Pik00c, Pik00d, Pik00a, Pik02, Pre88, Pre90, PPTT91b, PPTT92, Pre93a, Pre93b, PW93, PPTT94, Ray94, Sko98, Sta12, Tho00b, Wel93, Wel94, WJV+84]. ’93 [ABB93]. ’96 [Ano96a]. 9p [MM06]. 9p-based [MM06].

Kauai [IEE05]. Kernel
[Ano96c, Kor96, USE92]. Kernels [USE92].
Konzepte [B+99].

Laboratories [Ray94]. Labs
[BGSL05, PPTT90a, PPTT90b, PPD+95, Pre88, Trb16]. Language
[Luc97, Win94, Win00a]. Languages
[KP99b, McIo4]. Large [ZMSD93, ABB93].
Lexical [Pik00c, Pik00d]. Lexicons
[ZMSD93]. library [Cox10b]. License
[Sta12]. like [PPT91]. Limbo [Luc97]. line
[Ano95a]. Link [Ano96a]. Linux
[Gan08, Min01]. List [Anoxxd]. London
[USE88]. look [PPT91]. lot [PPT91]. lp
[Fla00]. Machine [Cox09]. maintain [Ano95a].
Maintaining [HF00]. man [GS93].
management [MM06]. Manual
[OK00, P+96a, P+96b, Pik00e, Win00b]. Manuals
[P+96a]. March [IEE05].
matcher [Ker07]. Matching
[Cox07, Cox99, Cox10a, Cox12, Ier09].
Matter [MI07]. May [Eur91, PPT91].
media [Ano96d]. Memory
[JCSM96, JCMS97, PPTH00]. Mexico
[IEE04]. Micro [USE92]. Micro-Kernels
[USE92]. might [PPT91]. Mk [HF00].
Mkfiles [Fla00]. Mobile [Ano96d]. Model
[JCSM96, JCMS97]. modifications
[Ano95a]. Movie [Fen96]. Multi [Ano96d].
Multi-media [Ano96d]. Multics
[MKM+14]. Multiprocessor
[PPTH00, Pre90, Pre93a, Pre93b].

naechste [Kue97]. Name
[PPT+92, PPT+93]. Names
[Pik00c, Pik00d]. Namespaces [Min01].
Network [Pre88]. networks [PW93].
Netzbetriebssystem [B+99]. News
[Kor96]. NFAs [Lau00]. Norway [Eur91].

o [PT00]. Object [Ano96a]. online [DL67].

Open [Eur91, BJ94]. Operating
[Fen96, Ano95a, Ray94]. organization
[PW93]. OSes [MI07]. Other
[Pik00f, USE92]. Outer
[Ano96c, Kor96, Lug81, WJV+84].

Parallel [IEE04]. Parsing [Ier09]. Part
[Rob95a, Rob95b, Ano95b, Ano95c].
Partially [ZMSD93]. pattern [Ier09].
pattern-matching [Ier09]. PC [Bai96a].
PerCom [IEE05]. Perspective [Eur91].
Pervasive [BGSL05, IEE05]. Plan
[Ano96b, B+99, Kue97, Pik00e, Sko98, Ano90,
Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano96a, Ano96b,
Ano96d, Ano96c, Ano96x, Ano96x, Anoxd,
Ano96a, Bals6b, Bals6a, BGSL05,
Cox00, CGP+02, DPP92, Duf90a, Duf90b,
Duf00, Fen96, Fil96, Flao0, Flao2, Gan08,
Goo90, GS93, HF00, Kor96, Kot94, Lags1,
MKM+14, MS04, PPTT90a, PPTT90b,
PPTT91a, PPTT91, PPTT91, PPTT+92,
PPTT+93, PPD+95, P+96a, P+96b, Pik00b,
Pik00c, Pik00d, Pik00e, Pik02, Pre88, Pre90,
PPTT91b, PPTT92, Pre93a, Pre93b, PW93,
PPTT94, Ray94, Rob95a, Rob95b, Sta12,
Tho00a, Tho00b, We93, We94, WJV+84].

plans [Ano95a]. Plumbing [Pik00f]. poor
[GS93]. Ports [Ano96b]. POSIX
[Sko98, Tri00]. Practice [KPP99a]. Price
[Ano96a]. principled [Cox10b]. Printer
[Fla00]. Private [Min01]. Problems
[Sta12, RS59]. Proceedings
[Eur91, USE88, USE92, USE93, USE94,
USE92, ABB93, IEE05, IEE04]. Process
[PPTH00, MM06]. Processing [IEE04].
Professionals [Ano96a]. Programmer
[P+96a, P+96b]. Programmers [Pik94].
Programmierung [B+99]. Programming
[KPP99a, Luc97, Pik02, Tho68]. protocol
[PW00].

QED [Ritxx].
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Simulates a storage hierarchy similar to that of Plan 9 [PPTT90b, Qui91]. See comment [JCMS97].
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